Imat Preparation course 2020 in english

Rome, 21st July – 31st August 2020

**Imat Preparation course in english**

**Period:** The courses will be held every day from Monday to Saturday, from 8.15 to 15.45

**Locations:** Policlinico Umberto I, Viale del Policlinico 155, Rome (for courses in english)

Objectives: Promoted by the Faculty of Sapienza - University of Rome Project “Network Orientation”, now in its sixteenth year of implementation, provides for the implementation of training interventions to best prepare students for the entrance tests to medical area courses.

The initiative provides orientation courses and realignment on minimum knowledge for Faculty time scheduling of the medical and health care, for students of the last and second-last year of High School Secondary.

These training activities concerned with the following degree programs: Medicine, Health Professions, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, Pharmacy, Biotechnology, Biological Sciences, Nursing, Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Technology and Chemistry (in Italian and English).

Matters covered by the courses: Logic (8 hours), Chemistry (17 hours), Biology (25 hours), Physics (10 hours), Mathematics (10 hours) for a total of 70 hours

**How to register for courses in presence in english**

Courses in presence are opened to all students (last and penultimate year of High School and graduated students)

The registration will be carried out through the payment of a paying-in slip of 70 euros at website https://www.uniroma1.it/it/pagina-strutturale/studenti from January 2nd to July 18th, 2019 for courses in english.

Sign up as a “diplomando”, if you have not yet received the high school diploma, as “diplomato” if you have passed the State Exam. At the end of the registration you will get a matriculation number and a password. Accurately indicate the school of origin.

Click on “corsi di laurea” and then on “orientamento in rete”. Enter the code:

**Code 26604: “Orientamento in Rete” faculty of Medicine courses in english**

At the end of the operation print the report and pay it to the bank Unicredit.

Keep the receipt of payment and present it on the first day of classes and keep it for the duration of the course.

For technical problems write to infostud@uniroma1.it ; orientamentoinrete@uniroma1.it

The list of members, the classroom assigned and schedule will be published on www.orientamentoinrete.it the day before the course.

Tel. 3476590239 (Prof.ssa Fatima Longo) - e-mail: orientamentoinrete@uniroma1.it